Abstract. This paper continues the discussion of the representation of ontologies in the first-order logical environment FOLE (Kent [11] ). An ontology defines the primitives with which to model the knowledge resources for a community of discourse (Gruber [6]). These primitives, consisting of classes, relationships and properties, are represented by the entity-relationship-attribute ERA data model (Chen [2]). An ontology uses formal axioms to constrain the interpretation of these primitives. In short, an ontology specifies a logical theory. A series of three papers provide a rigorous mathematical representation for the ERA data model in particular, and ontologies in general, within the first-order logical environment FOLE. The first two papers, which provide a foundation and superstructure for FOLE, represent the formalism and semantics of (manysorted) first-order logic in a classification form corresponding to ideas discussed in the Information Flow Framework (IFF [21] ). The third paper (Kent [14]) will define an interpretation of FOLE in terms of the transformational passage, first described in Kent [11], from the classification form of first-order logic to an equivalent interpretation form, thereby defining the formalism and semantics of first-order logical/relational database systems. Two papers will provide a precise mathematical basis for FOLE interpretation: the current paper develops the notion of a FOLE relational table following the relational model (Codd [3] ), and a follow-up paper will develop the notion of a FOLE relational database. Both of these papers expand on material found in the paper (Kent [10]). Although the classification form follows the entity-relationship-attribute data model of Chen, the interpretation form follows the relational data model of Codd. In general, the FOLE representation uses a conceptual structures approach, that is completely compatible with formal concept analysis (Ganter and Wille [4]) and information flow (Barwise and Seligman [1]).
Introduction
The relational model is an approach to information management using the semantics and formalism of first-order predicate logic. 1 The first-order logical environment FOLE is a framework for defining the semantics and formalism of logic and databases in an integrated and coherent fashion. Hence, the relational model for information management can be framed in terms of the first-order logical environment FOLE.
Three papers are concerned with the presentation of FOLE: "The ERA of FOLE: Foundation" [12] , which is concerned with showing how the ERA data model is represented in FOLE; "The ERA of FOLE: Superstructure" [13] , which is concerned with the classification form of FOLE; and "The ERA of FOLE: Interpretation" which is concerned with the interpretation form of FOLE.
2 Two papers will provide a rigorous mathematical basis for FOLE interpretation and define an architectural semantics for the relational data model:
3 "The FOLE Table" [this paper] and "The FOLE Database". The latter develops the notion of a FOLE relational database as a diagram of FOLE tables. Both of these papers expand upon material found within the paper "Database Semantics" [10] .
The current paper is concerned with the FOLE table concept. A table in the relational model is represented as an array, organized into rows and columns. The rows are called the tuples (records) of the table, whereas the columns are called the attributes of the table. The rows are indexed by keys. Both rows and columns are unordered; instead of indexing headers and tuples as n-tuples, the FOLE approach uses attribute names for tuples (as advocated by Codd [3] ). In the relational model, all components can be resolved into sets and functions. 1 "The relational model for database management : version 2" by E.F. Codd [3] . 2 As indicated in Sec. 4.4 of the FOLE foundation paper [12] , there are at least two adjointly related approaches for the interpretation of (1) many-sorted first-order logic in general and (2) FOLE structures in particular: the traditional approach, which defines interpretations in terms of relations; and the database approach, which defines interpretations in terms of tables. The relation-table adjunction is discussed in § A.1. 3 Older architectures of data include the hierarchical model and the network model. Of these, nothing will be said. A newer architecture of data, called the object-relational model, is a presentation form for the relational data model described here. 4 The relational data model is based upon the context Set of sets and functions.
Section 2 provides material on the basic structures underpinning the FOLE table concept: signatures, type domains and signed domains. Section 3 describes our representation for the table concept by defining the multi-path fibered context of tables 5 -one fibered path goes directly via signed domains ( § 3.2), while two other paths go indirectly via signatures ( § 3.3) and type domains ( § 3.4). Section 4 uses properties of comma contexts and the Grothendieck construction to prove that the various (sub)contexts of FOLE tables are complete (joins exist) and cocomplete (unions exist). Table 1 lists the figures and tables in this paper. Tables   Table 1. Figures and Tables   5 The original discussion of FOLE (Kent [11] ) took place within the knowledge representation community, where the term category is defined to be a division within a system of classification or a mode of existence. Hence following (Kent [11] ), we use "mathematical context" (Goguen [5] ) for the mathematical term "category", "passage" for the term "functor", and "bridge" for the term "natural transformation".
Table Basics
consists of a signed domain D, with a key set K and tuple map 
Signatures
A signature, which represents the header of a relational table, provides typing for the tuples permitted in the table. Fibers. Let X be a sort set. The fiber mathematical context of X-signatures is the comma context 
The X 1 -signature morphism f (I 2 , s 2 ) h − − → I 1 , s 1 is the composition (Fig. 2) 
This fiber adjunction (top part of Tbl. 2) is a component of the sort indexed adjunction of signatures Set Fiber. Let X be a sort set. The fiber mathematical context of X-sorted type domains 8 is the context Cls(X) described as follows. An X-sorted type domain A = X, Y, |= A consists of a data value set Y and a classification relation |= A ⊆ X×Y ; hence, a data-type collection {A x ⊆ Y | x ∈ X}, with each sort x ∈ X indexing the data-type ext A (x) = A x . An X-sorted type domain morphism is an infomorphism A 2
|= A2 x iff y 1 |= A1 x for each sort x ∈ X and data value y 1 ∈ Y 1 ; hence, consisting of a data value function Y 2 g ← − Y 1 satisfying g(y 1 ) ∈ A 2,x for each sort x ∈ X and each value y 1 ∈ A 1,x ; thus, defining the restrictions {A 2,x F is the oplax sum of indexed context F. § A.3 has a more detailed discussion of fibered contexts. 8 In the ERA data model (Kent [12] ), attributes are represented by a typed domain consisting of a collection of data types. In FOLE, a typed domain is represented by an attribute classification A = X, Y, |=A consisting of a set of attribute types (sorts) X, a set of attribute instances (data values) Y and an attribute classification relation |=A ⊆ X×Y . For each sort (attribute type) x ∈ X, the data domain of that type is
has X-signatures as types and Y -tuples as instances, with classification by common arity and universal A-classification: a Ytuple J, t is classified by an X-signature I, s when J = I and t k |=A s k for all k ∈ J = I. 9 More generally, let A2 f,g − −− ⇀ ↽ −− − A1 be any infomorphism. The condition g(y1) |=A 2 x2 iff y1 |=A 2 f (x2) is equivalent to the abstraction g −1 (extA 2 (x2)) = extA 1 (f (x2)).
Hence, there is a function extA 2 (x2) ← − Y 1 that satisfy the infomorphism condition g(y 1 ) |= A2 x 2 iff y 1 |= A1 f (x 2 ) for any source sort x 2 ∈ X 2 and target data value y 1 ∈ Y 1 . This condition gives an alternate definition. In terms of fibers, a type domain morphism consists of a sort function X 2 f − → X 1 and a morphism
there is a type domain fiber passage 
Signed Domains
A signed domain represents both the header and the body of a relational table.
Signed Domains. Signed domains are a fundamental component used in the definition of database tables and in the database interpretation of FOLE. Signed domains are used to denote the valid tuples for a database header (signature).
A signed (headed/typed) domain D = I, s, A consists of a type domain A = X, Y, |= A with sort set X and a signature (database header) I, s, X .
, there is an inverse image fiber passage Cls(X2)
for any source sort x2 ∈ X2 and target data value y1 ∈ Y1; or in terms of data types, which maps an X-sorted type domain A = X, Y, |= A to the tuple set tup(S, A) = tup(I, s, A) = tup S (Y, |= A ) and maps an X-sorted type domain morphism (in-
Inclusion
fomorphism) A 2 = X, Y 2 , |= A2 1X ,g − −−− ⇀ ↽ −−− − X, Y 1 , |= A1 = A 1 to the tuple function associated with g: tup S (Y 2 , |= A2 ) tup S (g) ← −−−− − (-) · g tup S (Y 1 , |= A1 ); or visually, (· · · g(t i ) · · · | i ∈ I) ← (· · · t i · · · | i ∈ I).
13
Let S 2 h,f − −− → S 2 be a signature morphism. There is an inclusion bridge
, the signed domain morphism
is illustrated above left. This is natural in type domain. Hence, there is an inclusion passage List
= == ⇒ inc S1 with the signed domain tuple passage (Def. 1) gives a signature tuple bridge (Fig. 3 )
For any target type domain A 1 = X, Y 1 , |= A1 ∈ Cls(X 1 ), the A th 1 -component of the signature tuple bridge is the tuple function
). This is natural in signature. Hence, there is a tuple passage List
13 The tuple passage tup S : Cls(X) op → Set maps an X-sorted type domain A = X, Y, |=A to the tuple set tup S (A) = tup A (I, s) = i∈I A s(i) and maps an Xsorted type domain morphism A 
= === ⇒ inc A1 (illustrated above right). For any target signature I 1 , s 1 ∈ List(X 1 ), the signed domain morphism
is define by pullback (illustrated above left). This is natural in signature. 
For any target signature
is define by pullback (illustrated above left). This is natural in signature. Hence, there is a tuple passage
There is an inclusion bridge inc A2ί
. For any source signature I 2 , s 2 ∈ List(X 2 ), the signed domain morphism
is define by composition (illustrated above left). This is natural in signature.
Hence, there is an inclusion passage Clsí 
• tup. 15 For any context C, the "super-comma" context Cxt ⇓ C is defined [15] as follows:
(1) an object is a C-diagram I, D with indexing context I and passage
For any source signature
is define by composition (illustrated above left). This is natural in signature. Hence, there is a tuple passage
Lemma 1. There are natural isomorphisms
16 f • incA 1ί f,g ⇐ === = incA 2 ∼ = incA 1ὶ f,g ⇐ === = f * • incA 2 withί f,g = η f • inc A2 • f •ὶ f,g andὶ f,g = f * •ί f,g • ε f • inc A1 ; and f * op • tup A 2τ f,g ⇐====== ι op f,g • tup tup A 1 ∼ = tup A 2τ f,g ⇐====== ι op f,g • tup op f • tup A 1 withτ f,g = (ε op f • tup A1 )•(f * op •τ f,g ) andτ f,g = ( op f •τ f,g )•(η op f • tup A2 ). levo dextro List(X2) List(X1) Dom f * incA 2 incA 1 ι f,g =⇒ ✛ ❙ ❙ ❙ ❙ ✇ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✴ List(X2) List(X1) Dom f incA 2 incA 1 ι f,g =⇒ ✲ ❙ ❙ ❙ ❙ ✇ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✴ List(X2) op List(X1) op Set (f * ) op tup A 2 tup A 1 τ f,g ⇐= ✛ ❙ ❙ ❙ ❙ ✇ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✴ List(X2) op List(X1) op Set ( f ) op tup A 2 tup A 1 τ f,g ⇐= ✲ ❙ ❙ ❙ ❙ ✇ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✴ Fig. 4. Tuple Bridge: Type Domain levo dextró τ f,g : f * op • tup A 2 ⇐ tup A 1τ f,g : tup A 2 ⇐ op f • tup A 1 τ f,g = (ε op f • tup A 1 ) • (f * op •τ f,g )τ f,g = ( op f •τ f,g ) • (η op f • tup A 2 ) 16 For adjunction A2 F ,G,η,ε − −−−−− → A1 with left adjoint A2 F − → A1, right adjoint A2 G ← − A1, unit 1A 2 η = ⇒ F • G and counit G • F ε = ⇒ 1A 1 , there is an natural isomorphism F • A1ά ⇐ = A2 ∼ = A1ὰ ⇐ = G • A2 withά = (η • A2) • (F •ὰ) andὰ = (G •ά) • (ε • A1).
Proposition 1. There are inclusion/tuple passages from the context of type domains to the lax comma context of adjointly connected presheaves:
Cls inc − − → Adj ⇑ Dom Cls op tup − − → Adj ⇑ Set
Tuple Function Factorization
In § 2.4 we composed with the signed domain tuple passage (Def. 1) to define the tuple passage and bridge for both signatures and type domains. Here, we factor components of the signed domain tuple passage in terms of components of these defined notions.
Lemma 2. For any signed domain morphism
• (Fig. 5 left side) in terms of the signature tuple bridge of §2.4.1 (Fig. 3) (used in the table fiber passage along a signature morphism).
• (Fig. 5 right side) in terms of the type domain tuple bridges of §2.4.2 (Fig. 4) (used in the table fiber adjoint passages along a type domain morphism).
tup S 2 (A2) Proof. We prove the type domain case ( Fig. 5 left side).
For any target signature I1, s1 ∈ (Set↓X1), if Î 2,ŝ2 = f * (I1, s1) is its substitution signature (defined by pullback), the tuple functionτ f,g (I1, s1) :
th -component of the counit ε
Since pullbacks compose, this is functorial. 
Table Hierarchy
The relational table is the basic concept in the relational model for databases. Tables   Tables. A table ( Table is given in Fig. 6 .
FOLE
Hence, a table T = S, A, K, t consists of a signature S = I, s, X and type domain A = X, Y, |= A that share a common sort set X, a key set K, and a tuple function K 17 FOLE tables correspond to improper relations (Codd [3] ), since they strictly violate the property the "all rows are distinct from one another in content". Proper relations correspond to FOLE relations ( § A.1). One method for converting to the proper relations of Codd, and thus getting an injective tuple function, is to incorporate keys into their corresponding tuple by defining a key datatype. This was done in Kent [13] .
I2, s2, K2, t2
This four-part figure illustrates the defining conditions on table morphisms. It has been annotated to help guide the understanding. The condition is symbolically stated in terms of set functions in the line of text just above. The top left diagram illustrates the condition, and the bottom left diagram expands on this. The top right diagram text is more detailed in terms of a source row (tuple) k1 ∈ K1 and a target column (attribute) i2 ∈ I2. Here we see appearance of the infomorphism condition
Finally, the bottom right figure illustrates the meaning of the morphism's defining condition with respect to source/target tables T1 and T2. 
consists of a signed domain morphism
). 18 Hence, a table morphism
, and a key function K 2 k ← − K 1 , which satisfy the naturality condition above. Corresponding to this indexing (as illustrated in Fig. 17 ), there are two chains of fiber contexts: fibers indexed by a signed domain D = I, s, A are smallest, and contained in either fibers indexed by a type domain A = X, Y, |= A or fibers indexed by a signature S = I, s, X .
Restatement:
We now sharpen the definition for the the context of tables. This will be useful for defining and working with relational databases. The fibered context of tables is the comma mathematical context 
By composition, there are also signature and classification projection passages
Signed Domain Indexing
In this section we show that the context of tables is a fibered context over signed domains. We first define the table fiber for fixed signed domain. We next move between table fibers along signed domain morphisms. Finally, we invoke the Grothendieck construction indexed by signed domains.
Fiber Contexts (small-size). Let I, s, A be a fixed signed domain. The fiber mathematical context of I, s, A -tables is the comma context tup(h, f, g ). This condition gives two alternate and adjoint definitions. In terms of fibers, an table morphism 
small fibers -long distance Table 4 . Reflection: Signed Domain
Signature Indexing
In this section we show that the context of tables is a fibered context over signatures. We first define the table fiber for fixed signature. We next move between table fibers along signature morphisms. Finally, we invoke the Grothendieck construction indexed by signatures.
3.3.1 Lower Aspect. Let S = I, s, X be a fixed signature. For database tables, the signature (header) S consists of a fixed sort set X and a fixed Xsignature I, s . Here, we show that the context of S-tables Tbl(S) is fibered over X-sorted type domains Tbl(S)
We use the Grothendieck construction Cls(X) on the indexed adjunction Cls(X)
Fiber(ed) Contexts (medium-size).
The fiber(ed) mathematical context of Stables is the comma context
associated with the signature tuple passage Cls(X) 
This fiber adjunction (top part of Tbl. 5) is a component of the signed domain indexed adjunction of tables Cls(X)
small fibers -short distance . We use the same definitions as in § 3.1. A Tbl-object T = S, A, K, t , called an table (database relation), consists of a signature S = I, s, X ∈ List and an S- Fig. 7 ), consists of a
20 and a key func-
This gives an alternate, but equivalent, definition in terms of fibers.
Lemma 3. For any signed domain morphism
I 2 , s 2 , A 2 h,f,g −−−− → I 1 , s 1 , A 1 , the tuple resolution tup(h, f, g) = τ h,f (A1) · tup S 2 (g) (Lem. 2 in § 2.
4.3) resolves the table fiber passage
into the table fiber passage factorization in Fig. 11 . For any signature S = I, s, X , the fibered context of S-tables Tbl(S) separates into the partition Tbl(S) = A
∈Cls(X)
Tbl A (I, s). For any signature morphism
− −− → S 1 , we can sum the partitions of fibered passages as follows:
Tbl(S1)
The factorization in Fig. 11 , suggests the following definition of table fiber passage, where the fiber passage Tbl(S 2 )t
is define in terms of the component tuple functions tup
tup S 1 (A1) and the inverse image function Cls(X 2 ) 
Definition 2. (table fiber passage)
where 
Type Domain Indexing
In this section we show that the context of tables is a fibered context over type domains. We first define the table fiber for fixed type domain. We next move between table fibers along type domain morphisms. Finally, we invoke the Grothendieck construction indexed by type domains.
Lower Aspect.
Let A = X, Y, |= A be a fixed type domain. For database tables, the type domain A consists of a fixed sort set X and a fixed Xindexed collection of data types {A x = ext A (x) | x ∈ X}. Here, we show that the context of A-tables Tbl(A) is fibered over X-sorted signatures Tbl(A)
op . We use the Grothendieck construction List(X) on the indexed adjunction List(X) 
Fibered Context (medium-size). The fibered context of A-tables 21 is the comma mathematical context
I, s and a key function
The naturality condition gives two alternate and adjoint definitions. In terms of fibers, an A- 21 The context of A-tables Tbl(A) corresponds to the context of tables Tables π in (Spivak [17] ) for a (fixed) datatype specification U π − → DT with universe U and set of datatypes DT, since a data-type specification is a special case of a type domain. However, in [17] there is no connection between contexts of tables with different data-type specifications, analogous to the fiber adjunction (Prop. 2 of § 3.4.2) Table Morphism table morphism (see Fig. 13 ) consists of a X-signature morphism I ′ , s
and either a morphism T
is the composition (RHS of Fig. 13 ) of the fiber morphism 
TblA(I, s)
RelA(I, s)
small fibers -short distance 
This gives two alternate, but equivalent, definitions in terms of fibers. 
Lemma 4. For any signed domain morphism
I 2 , s 2 , A 2 h,f,g −−−− → I 1 , s 1 , A 1 , the tuple resolution tup(h, f, g) =τ f,g (I1, s1) · tup A 2 (ĥ) = tup A 1 (h) ·τ f,g (I2, s2) (Lem. 2 in § 2.
4.3) resolves the table fiber adjunction
type domain morphism to the morphism of 
Fibered Contexts of FOLE Tables
The Grothendieck constructions for FOLE tables are listed in Tbl. 7. Here we indicated whether the construction is a fibration, an opfibration or a bifibration. We also list the proposition or theorem proving the construction and its location. The Grothendieck constructions for FOLE tables are displayed in Fig. 17 . Fig. 17 . The Fibered Hierarchy of FOLE Tables 4 Table Constructions In this section we use properties of comma contexts and the Grothendieck construction to prove that the various (sub)contexts of FOLE tables are complete (joins exist) and cocomplete (unions exist). Proof. Barwise and Seligman [1] .
Preliminaries Proposition 3. The mathematical context of classifications (type domains) Cls is (co)complete, and its type (sort) and instance (data) projections
Proposition 4. For any sort set X, the context of X-sorted type domains Cls(X) is complete, and its instance (data) projection Set
Proof. To prove the proposition in general, use the three special cases: any collection of X-sorted type domains has a product, whose instance set is the coproduct (disjoint union) of the collection of instance (data) sets; there is a terminal X-sorted type domain, whose instance (data) set is the empty set ∅; and any opspan of X-sorted type domain morphisms has a pullback, whose instance set is the pushout of the instance (data) projection span.
Proposition 5.
For any sort function X 2 f − → X 1 , the type domain fiber passage Cls(X 2 )
To prove this, show that the inverse image of the limit is the limit of the inverse image of any diagram in Cls(X 1 ). We need only show this for products and pullbacks. We note that inverse image preserves data projection:
Proposition 6. The tuple passage List(X)
Proof. We need only show that the tuple passage maps the initial object in List(X) to the terminal object in Set and maps the pushout of a span in List(X) to the pullback of the image opspan in Set. Proof. We have already proved this using comma categories and the Grothendieck construction. Now we give a constructive proof of this fact, which illustrates that "limits (natural joins) are resolvable into substitutions followed by meets." Suppose that T : G → Tbl(A) is a diagram of A-tables and A-table morphisms T = {Tn = In, sn, Kn, tn
Propositions
In, sn, Kn, tn
be the underlying diagram of signatures and signature morphisms
Assume that γ : S ⇒ ∆ I, s is a colimiting cocone γ = {γ n : I n , s n → I, s | n ∈ G} with base diagram S and colimit signature I, s , so that h e ·γ n = γ m for all edges n e − → m in G. For each G-node n, use substitution to move fiber tables and fiber table morphisms from the peripheral fiber categories {Tbl A (I n , s n )} to the central fiber context Tbl A (I, s):
Hence, there is diagram T * : G → Tbl A (I, s) in the central fiber
Assume that π :
n | n ∈ G} with base diagram T * and join table K, t = n∈G K * n , t * n with fiber projections, so that π n · γ * n (k e ) = π m for all edges n e − → m in G. We claim that the composite A-table morphism T = I, s, K, t γn,πn·ε γn Tn − −−−−−−− → I n , s n , K n , t n is the n th component of a limiting cone γ : I, s, K, t ⇒ T for T in Tbl(A), where each component has signature morphism I n , s n γn −→ I, s and key function π n ·ε γn Tn : K → K n . It is natural with respect to the diagram T . Now suppose that α :
− −−−− → I n , s n , K n , t n | n ∈ G} over T , each component with signature morphism
Since γ is a colimiting cocone, there is a unique sig-
Hence, there is a unique mediating func- 
Example
We illustrate the use of these semantic operations by using the observation made in Prop. 11 that limits are resolvable into substitutions followed by meets. Here we discuss the special case of pullback -the join of two A-tables. Consider the Tbl(A)-opspan T1 = I1, s1, K1, t1
illustrated in the bottom part of Figure 
This is illustrated in the top part of Figure 18 .
In general, the join (limit) of an arbitrary diagram in Tbl(A) is obtained by (1) inverse image (substitution) of the component tables along the colimit signature injections over the underlying signature diagram, followed by (2) meet (conjunction) at the colimit signature. In particular, the pullback of Tbl(A)-opspan (7) is the table T 1 × T T 2 whose signature is the pushout signature I 1 + I I 2 , [s 1 , s 2 ] , whose key set is the pullback set K 1 × K K 2 , and whose tuple function
is the mediating function obtained by taking the pullback of sources and targets in (7) . For proof, use a continuity proposition for comma categories, and show that the key set and projection functions, obtained by inverse image (substitution) and meet, forms the pullback. Fig. 18 . Binary Join 24 Since we identify database joins with limits in Tbl(A), this allows us to compute joins as inverse images followed by meets, both of which are elementary logical operations.
The dual approach will identify database unions with colimits in Tbl(A). This is the key insight for a structured/logical approach to database formalism using fiber Boolean operations (conjunction and disjunction), substitution and the quantifiers.
Conclusion and Future Work

This Paper in Review
A precise mathematical basis for FOLE interpretation consists of two notions: relational tables and relation databases. This paper has developed the notion of relational table in terms of comma contexts and the Grothendieck construction. Table 9 lists the lemmas, propositions and theorems in this paper. The table concept is built upon the three more elementary concepts of signature, type domain, and signed domain. In § 2, we have discussed the mathematical contexts for these three elementary concepts: Thm. 1 describes the fibered context of signatures List as a Grothendieck construction indexed by sort sets; and Thm. 2 describes the fibered context of type domains Cls as a Grothendieck construction also indexed by sort sets.
In § 3, we have described how each elementary concept provides a distinct, but related, approach to the fibered nature of the table concept via the Grothendieck construction (illustrated in Tbl. 17 of § 3. In § 4, we proved the existence of sum and product constructions (database unions and joins) on various fiber contexts of tables by using both comma contexts and the Grothendieck construction: Prop. 3-10 prove that the contexts of signatures, type domains, signed domains, and tables have limits and colimits (joins and unions); and Prop. 11 gives a detailed description of the limit construction (join) for tables with fixed type domain, arguing that limits are resolvable into substitutions followed by meets.
In the appendix §A, we discuss relations, comma contexts and fibrations: Prop. 12 describes the reflection between tables and relations, thus linking traditional logic interpretation with relational database interpretation; and Facts. 1-5 state facts about comma contexts and the Grothendieck construction. §2 : Table Table 9 . Lemmas, Propositions and Theorems
The Presentation of FOLE
The first-order logical environment FOLE (Fig. 19: 0) was first described in Kent [11] . A series of three papers ( Fig. 19: 1,2,5 ) describe in detail a mathematical representation for ontologies within FOLE. The FOLE representation can be expressed in two forms: a classification form and interpretative form. The foundation paper (Kent [12] ) and the superstructure paper (Kent [13] ) developed the classification form of FOLE. A third paper (Kent [14] ) will develop the interpretative form of FOLE as a transformational passage from sound logics (Kent [11] ), 25 thereby defining the formalism and semantics of first-order logical/relational database systems (Kent [10] ). A series of two papers (Fig. 19: 3,4) provide a rigorous mathematical foundation for the interpretation of FOLE: the first [this paper] describes the notion of a FOLE table and the second describes the notion of a FOLE database. System interoperability, in the general setting of institutions and logical environments, was defined in the paper "System Consequence" (Kent [9] ). This was inspired by the channel theory of information flow (Barwise and Seligman [1] ). Since FOLE is a logical environment (Kent [13] ), in two further papers ( Fig. 19: 6,7) we apply this approach to interoperability for information systems based on first-order logic and relational databases: one paper discusses integration over a fixed type domain and the other paper discusses integration over a fixed universe. Following the relational model, we assume a semantic structure and use a logical theory consistent with that structure in terms of first-order logic (E.F. Codd [3] ).
A Appendix
A.1 A-Relations.
Let A = X, Y, |= A be a fixed type domain. The mathematical contexts of Arelations and A-tables 26 are used for satisfaction and interpretation ( [12] ), Arelations for traditional interpretation and A-tables for database interpretation.
Fiber Contexts. Let I, s be any signature. The I, s th -fiber context of relations is the subset order
An object R ∈ Rel A (I, s) consists of a subset of tuples R ⊆ tup A (I, s) . 27 More abstractly, we could define a relation to be a subobject of I, s, A -tuples; that is, an isomorphism class of monomorphisms R i ֒− → tup A (I, s). These correspond to the proper or uncorrupted relational tables of Codd [3] . 28 We use this orientation to accord with both relational fibers and table morphisms. 29 For fixed signed domain I, s, A , the fiber mathematical context of I, s, A -tables is is discussed in § 3.2.
is mapped to the A- I, s) . Hence, we have the adjointly-related fiber context morphisms (see Eqn. 6).
Either pullback or image factorization can be used (Tbl. 20) to define the key function R ′ r ← − R. Using pullback, the A-table morphism is the composition of the fiber morphism Table Morphism Image. Let I, s be any signature. The I, s th -fiber image passage
is defined as follows. A fiber table K, t ∈ Tbl A (I, s) is mapped to the fiber relation ℘t(K) ∈ Rel A (I, s). A fiber morphism K ′ , t can be defined in terms of the fiber image passages {im A I,s | I, s ∈ List(X)}. An A-table I, s, K, t ∈ Tbl(A) with signature I, s and table K, t ∈ Tbl A (I, s) is mapped to the A-relation I, s, ℘t(K) ∈ Rel(A) with the same signature and the relation ℘t(K) = im Proof. Tarlecki, Burstall and Goguen [20] . 
